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Provenance: Jacob de Wit, grisaille 

Subject: Provenance: Jacob de Wit, grisaille 

From: David de Witt <3dad5(@post.queensu.ca> 

Date: Tue, 18 Oct 2005 13:47:59 -0400 

To: Alfred Bader Fine Arts <baderfa@execpc.com> 

Dear Alfred, 

In 1987, we received from you and Isabel a roundel in grisaille 

which was called "Unknown Mythological Scene", and depicts a Maenad 

(a female satyr) and a baby satyr. It was given as attributed to 

JACObDsCes Wii, out Ms probablysatter g@ lost painting by that.artist. 

We Haves nothing Lum the file on the provenance of this work. Do you 

have any recollection of where it was acquired? 

With all best wishes, 

David 

David A. de Witt 

BademeCtisacor Or Eiimopean Art 

Agnes Etherington Art Centre 

Queen's University 

Kene Ss 2 Ont a Omeciial Onn ia/ dines NIG 

(Ol3)) 33 6000 275100 
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Re: auctions 

ot 

Subject: Re: auctions 

From: David de Witt <3dad5(Wpost.queensu.ca> 

Date: Tue, 25 Oct 2005 14:40:57 -0400 

To: baderfa <baderfa@execpe.com> 

Dear Alfred, 

I'm sure that some Belgians will be offended at the entry to lot 63, but the 

Beglians are no doubt thrilled at the recognition they are receiving. 

I will ask Volker for his opinion lot 38. It is clearly not a candidate for the 

collection, but might have been if it were ‘n better condition. 

Lot 150 is only a little more attractive than that portrait of a man by Hoogstraten 

that last came up at auction, but it is still not very interesting or appealing. The 

search continues. 

I will not be able to view the catalogue of the Herweg sale for quite some time, as 

we do not subscribe, and the online catalogs that are available only go as far as the 

middle of November. Could you give me a further reference to lot 131 and any 

other interesting pictures, or perhaps fax the pages to me? Perhaps there is a 

Sumowski number? 

I am trying to complete the entry for the "Portrait of Rembrandt with a 

Sketchbook", but I really need the remain.ng pages of volume 4 of the Corpus, 

relating to all six versions. 

The Milwaukee Art Museum tells me that my copies of the catalogue are on their 

way. 

With all best wishes, as always, 

David 

At 12:11 PM 10/25/2005, you wrote: 

Dear David, 

I have now received Christie's Amsterdam November 16th catalog and 

Sotheby's Herweg London December 8th catalog but not yet the Sotheby's 

10/25/2005 2:31 PM 





Re: auctions 
¢ 

Amsterdam catalog. 

In the Christie's Amsterdam catalog the most interesting to me and also 

important for your entry is lot 38. Do you really think that this is a modello for 

my painting. I don't really think it is worth acquiring particularly because of its 

poor condition. 

I wish I could see lot 43 which in the small picture really looks very interesting. 

I wonder whether Christie's Belgian customers will be amused or offended by 

the entry for lot 63. 

I would like to acquire a really good Samuel van Hoogstraten but lot 150, while 

genuine, does not look particularly attractive. 

Lot 152, the Flinck, came up in New York some [5 years ago and then brought 

a lot of money. | missed the obvious relation to our earlier Flinck. To turn now 

to the Herweg catalog, that couple of collectors was really helped by Walther 

Bernt. Luckily we never collided because | was much more interested in figure 

paintings, particularly biblical, while they concentrated on landscapes. Of the 

many fine landscapes in that sale | like lot 131 the best and wonder whether | 

should try to acquire it. We can of course look at it together in London. 

Best wishes, 

Alfred 

David A. de Witt 

Bader Curator of European Art 

Agnes Etherington Art Centre 

Queen's University 

Kingston, Ontario K7L 3N6 

t.(613)533 6000 x73 100 

f(G18)533.6765 

e. 3dad5(@post.queensu.ca 
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Dietrich 

bay eal 

Subject: Dietrich 

From: David de Witt <3dad5(@post.queensu.ca> 

Date: Tue, 25 Oct 2005 17:20:04 -0400 

To: Alfred Bader Fine Arts <baderfa@execpc.com> 

Dear Alfred, 

Franziska's response to that head of a man attributed to Die 

was much more positive than the mine. Perhaps we should not 

GEESIMEES Ss MINES Ompec acnimlavae 

With all best wishes, from us both, 

David 

David A. de Witt 

Bader Curator of EWUropean Art 

Agnes Etherington Art Centre 

Queen's University 

KGERIC(S COM as Oieaia Om lai NO 
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e. 3dad5@post.queensu.ca 
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Re: Several 

Subject: Re: Several 

From: David de Witt <3dad5(@post.queensu.ca> 

Date: Tue, 27 Sep 2005 16:07:43 -0400 

To: Alfred Bader Fine Arts <baderfa@execpe.com> 

Dear Alfred, 

I'm glad to hear about the response from Chicago, and I'm very curious to find out 

about the material on the back of the painting. 

I have finally come to the conclusion that the still life in Vienna is not by Horst. 

Even though the tabletop and some aspects of the still life itself appear to agree 

with his paintings, the areas of fabric, and especially the composition have nothing 

to do with his work. It would be very difficult to argue that he suddenly changed 

his style, actually getting much better, in this one painting. 

The painting at im Kinsky is not really a prospect. It looks to me like an Italian 

copy after the Rembrandt in Minneapolis, probably quite early. 

I agree that the Van der Pluym is not worth pursuing. There really is no room for 

it in the collection. 

With all best wishes, 

David 

At 01:18 PM 9/27/2005, you wrote: 

Dear David, 

I just had a call from Martha Wolff that she is sending the photograph. 

I also just spoke with Peter Wolf at the Dorotheum who told me that lot 170, 

the perhaps Horst, was offered at Lempertz in Cologne a couple years back as 

Horst, with an estimate of €80,000 and it did not sell. Wolf did not ask 

Sumowski but he asked the RKD and Fred Meyer replied that the painting is 

not Horst but should be described simply as a Dutch painter of the 17th 

century. It comes from the widow of a German banker. Until recently there 

was a figure in the upper left which came off with cleaning. He will be faxing 

me a condition report which I will forward to you. 

or 2 9/27/2005 3:14 PM 





Re: Several 

Please have a look at the im Kinsky sale coming up on October | 1th, lot 46. 

There is a portrait said to be by Drost, who 1s said to have lived until after 

1680. The quite attractive portrait of a woman is said to be a portrait of 

Hendrijke Stoffels with an expertise by a Prof. Dr. Gerstenberg. Everything in 

this description is of course wrong, but the painting is not unattractive. 

Do you think that there is any point making an offer for the van der Pluym at 

Sotheby's in NY? Frankly, I hate making offers and am not really enamoured 

by the painting. I much prefer our Dismissal of Hagar. 

Best wishes, 

Alfred 

David A. de Witt 

Bader Curator of European Art 

Agnes Etherington Art Centre 

Queen's University 

Kingston, Ontario K7L 3N6 

t. (613) 533 6000 x75100 

Pa(Os) 3 3609 63 

e. 3dad5(@@post.queensu.ca 
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Lievens ca. 1644; Pluym 

Subject: Lievens ca. 1644; Pluym 

From: David de Witt <3dad5(@post.queensu.ca> 

Date: Mon, 26 Sep 2005 17:23:05 -0400 

To: Alfred Bader Fine Arts <baderfa@execpc.com> 

Dear Alfred, 

The letter looks good, but I would state that the Adoration is actually dated 1644, 

and that the Braunschweig painting copies an original that has also been dated to 

around 1645. 

Too bad about the Van Loo, but it was not essential. 

That painting at Sotheby's probably is by Van der Pluym, and is the lynchpin in 

my attribution of Joseph Explaining his Dreams (formerly attributed to Victors) to 

the same artist. It's a compelling image, if not a pretty one. 

I still have to examine Rembrandt's Mother. [ hope to get a chance in the coming 

days. I have always found it impressive and compelling. We'll see if | get any new 

ideas about it after taking a closer look. 

With all best wishes, 

David 

At 04:35 PM 9/26/2005, you wrote: 

Dear David, 

Attached is a draft of my letter to Arthur Wheelock which I plan to send 

tomorrow, after | have your agreement. 

Ann was bidding on the telephone on the Jakob van Loo in Chicago yesterday 

and was the underbidder. It went to $17,000. 

What do you think about that poor image from Sotheby's in NY of the painting 

that may be by van der Pluym? 

We were so busy yesterday that I forgot to ask you whether you have had a 

chance to examine the small Rembrandt's Mother really carefully. I really like 

1 of 2 9/26/2005 4:36 PM 





Lievens ca. 1644; Pluym 

- 

that painting. 

All the best, 

Alfred 

David A. de Witt 

Bader Curator of European Art 

Agnes Etherington Art Centre 

Queen's University 

Kingston, Ontario K7L 3N6 

t. (613) 333 6000 x75100 

12 (613) 93310765 

e. 3dad5(@post.queensu.ca 
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Re: Two 

Subject: Re: Two 

From: David de Witt <3dad5(@post.queensu.ca> 

Date: Thu, 25 Aug 2005 17:08:03 -0400 

To: Alfred Bader Fine Arts <baderfa@execpe.com> 

Dear Alfred, 

It was very encouraging to read what Dr. Bonehill wrote, although he did not give us many specifics. 

I hope there will be a way of bringing him to Kingston to see the painting. 

[ have not yet received a photo of the Weenix from Chicago; I hope you have better luck with Martha 

Wolff. 

With all best wishes, 

David 

At 04:17 PM 8/25/2005, you wrote: 

Dear David, 

You will surely have been interested in Dr. Bonehill's interesting e-mail. 

If you have still not received the Weenix portrait photograph from Chicago, then | will write to Martha Wolff 

and ask her for one. 

Best wishes, 

Alfred 

David A. de Witt 

Bader Curator of European Art 

Agnes Etherington Art Centre 

Queen's University 

Kingston, Ontario K7L 3N6 

t. (613) 533 6000 x75100 

E(Ol3} 559 6105 

e. 3dad5(@post.queensu.ca 
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Re: Several 

Subject: Re: Several 

From: David de Witt <3dad5(@post.queensu.ca> 

Date: Wed, 31 Aug 2005 14:13:20 -0400 

To: Alfred Bader Fine Arts <baderfa@execpc.com> 

Dear Alfred, 

I think he made the right decision in letting that panel go. 

The Pynas would have sold in Dutch guilders. I don't recall any wartime auction sale in the 

Netherlands conducted in German currency. 

I will indeed take your small panel of Rembrandt's Mother along with the Lievens, from here, on my 

next trip to The Netherlands. 

With all best wishes, 

David 

At 01:28 PM 8/30/2005, you wrote: 

Dear David, 

I have decided against bidding on that dark early German panel simply because I am put off by the tiny head of 

the baby. Time and again in my life | have been reminded of what Professor Middeldorf taught me: when 

looking at an old master check first of all whether it is drawn well. This is not. 

Thank you for sending me the sales information of our Jan Pynas. Did this sell for Hfl 5,000 in Rotterdam or 

was German currency used? Also, when next you are at the RKD could you please make a Xerox copy of the 

illustration of this painting in that catalog. 

Many thanks, 

Alfred 

David A. de Witt 

Bader Curator of European Art 

Agnes Etherington Art Centre 

Queen's University 

Kingston, Ontario K7L 3N6 

t. (613) 533 6000 x75100 

£(613)533°6/05 

e. 3dad5(@post.queensu.ca 
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Gibraltar essay for the autobiography 

Subject: Gibraltar essay for the autobiography 

From: David de Witt <3dad5(@post.queensu.ca> 

Date: Thu, 08 Sep 2005 17:31:27 -0400 

To: Alfred Bader Fine Arts <baderfa@execpe.com> 

Dear Alfred, 

I didn't spot any problems in your essay on deaccessioning, including your 

discussion of the Gibraltar. I think you nicely hint at the real reason for 

deaccessioning: a director who simply doesn't like a particular painting, partly 

because he specializes in another area; he even foregoes a lot of potential income, 

just wor be rid OF Ene paameing. Bue you cdiuplomacvecally avoid coming owe and! saying 

sIRter. 

Barb Klempan just responded that a visit on the Friday will be fine; I haven't 

heard from Judith. Barb assures us she will do her best to make progress on the 

work during the semester. 

2) 

With all best wishes, 

David 

David A. de Witt 

Bader Curator of European Art 

Agnes Etherington Art Centre 

Queen's University 
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autobiography passages 

Subject: autobiography passages 

From: David de Witt <3dad5(@post.queensu.ca> 

Date: Tue, 06 Sep 2005 15:39:18 -0400 

To: Alfred Bader Fine Arts <baderfa(@execpe.com> 

1OU DEING 2 a EY interesting debate = that of Nazi era provenance = 11 

an important question. The only thing you 109) O anvobuography, and rightly so, as ae 2 
: : 
wu = ange is the spelling of Goudstikker's name, which you have as a, f 

Vv Changed 

On the passage on Sumowski's 

Own words ra 

me had attended a Lievens symposium in Braunschweig, and had been very 

disappointed in Van de Wetering and Bruyn. He was harshly critical of their methods 

in dismissing paintings, and he felt completely alienated as a scholar, even 

referring to himseli as a “fossil”. All this he expressed in his ty 

style. 

Again; in my vilew your passage 1s perfectly acceptable, but my own tendency \ Y view your passage 1S perfectly acceprak 

towards greater caution. 

li My Experience wien tne Houlbraken book; my collaborator 

Fh y : others in many passages, and this hampered the open and 

balanced reception of the book. 

With all best wishes, 

David 

Ae 0225 PM 97/6/2005)" yous wrote: 

6000 

6765 
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Dr. David de Witt 

Department of Art 

Ontario Hall 

Queen’s University 

Kingston, ON K7L 3N6 

3 September 2000 

Alfred Bader 

Suite 622 

924 East Juneau Ave. 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202 

Dear Alfred, 

Two weeks ago I left Volker and Marieke behind in Amsterdam, to return to Kingston and 

take up the teaching of Volker’s undergraduate courses, which begin soon. My Doktorvater 

was relaxed and happy to be able to devote himself to the Van den Eeckhout monograph. | 

hope he will be able to complete his magnum opus before returning to Kingston in a year. 

The accompanying article was one of my few distractions while completing the dissertation 

on Van Noordt. Since it is about Lievens, I thought it might interest you. Volker encouraged 

me to write it, after | came up with the identification of the subject matter of the Berlin 

Soothsayer in a conversation. The only corrigendum is in the reference to a depiction of Her 

Spaens Heydinnetje in the Boston Museum of Fine Arts (note 17). It should actually be 

attributed to Jacob Backer, and dated to the years before his death in 1653 (perhaps the date 

they report, 1673, should instead be read as 1653?). A few weeks ago the Amsterdam art 

historian Robert Schillemans, who knows Sumowski very well, showed me a good 
photograph, and thus convinced me to reconsider the traditional attribution of the Boston 

painting to Abraham van den Tempel, which is based on a worn signature and date. 

Volker told me that David McTavish will soon be placing an advertisement for the 

curatorship at the Agnes Etherington Art Centre. I am glad that this will happen while I am 

in Kingston, and can best represent myself. But before then we may have had the chance to 

talk again, if you and Isabel will be making your traditional Fall visit to Queen’s. I hope this 

letter finds both of you in good health. 

se wishes, 

Ae ——~ 
< Yep 





Koller comments 

Subject: Koller comments 

From: David de Witt <3dad5@post.queensu.ca> 

Date: Thu, 15 Feb 2007 14:05:03 -0500 

To: Alfred Bader Fine Arts <baderfa@execpe.com> 

Dear Alfred, 

The Van der Pluym at Koller is actually quite impressive, but stil; ot a necessity for the collection. It can be seen online on their 

website. Also in the sale is a presumed Hoogstraten (it quite possibly is) portrait (3036), and an unrecognized Vaillant (3035). 

The Vaillant is quite cute, more commercial than for the collection. 

The Sacchi of Jerome, no. 3019, is worth a look. 

All best wishes, 

David 

At 10:21 AM 2/15/2007, you wrote: 

What do you think? 

wonnen- Original Message -------- 

Subject: rembrandt school 

Date: Mon, 12 Feb 2007 18:45:34 +0000 

From: Edward Clark <ed@whitfieldfineart.com> 

To: Alfred Bader Fine Arts <baderfa@execpc.com> 

Dear Alfred 

| have been offered this - the owner thinks it is Rembrandt - have you come across it before? 

I am back in the office in London on Wednesday 

Kind Regards 

Edward 

Whitfield Fine Art Limited 

180 New Bond Street 

London WIS 4RL 

3K OO KK a a 28 2 2 2K 2 iE 2K 2 2K 22 Ee CIS KC 2S OOK ROK KK a aK 

This message is intended only for the use of the individual to whom it is addressed and may contain information which is 

privileged and confidential, the disclosure of which is prohibited by law. If you are not the intended recipient of this message 

please note any dissemination, distribution or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. Please notify the sender 

immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete it from your system. 

David A. de Witt 
Bader Curator of European Art 

Agnes Etherington Art Centre 

Queen's University 

Kingston, Ontario K7L 3N6 

t. (613) 533 6000 x75100 
f. (613) 533 6765 
e. 3dadS@post.queensu.ca 
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Subject: Almost a good Victors 

From: David de Witt <3dad5(@post.queensu.ca> 

Date: Tue, 30 Sep 2003 11:47:31 -0400 

To: Alfred Bader <baderfa@execpce.com> 

Dear Alfred, 

Just a comment on the Dorotheum sale: the Victors is not bad, for Victors. There's 

Still something maive about it, and it's thinly handled as well. It's certainly not 

in the league of the pair in the Milwaukee Art Museum. Also, I'm not sure 

ViGeOus as) OSSeneral sO ~Nnenecollecuion. seqghers) yesu.- 

With all best wishes, 

David 

David A. de Witt 

Bader Curator of European Art 

Agnes Etherington Art Centre 

Queen's University 

Kingscom, Ontario, his 3N6 

ig (Oils) SSS CWO) <7 Sloe 
fo Wels) Bos GiSS 
e. 3dad5@post.queensu.ca 
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Subject: Re: Your thoughts 

From: David de Witt <3dad5(@post.queensu.ca> 

Date: Thu, 16 Oct 2003 12:18:25 -0400 

To: Alfred Bader Fine Arts <baderfa@execpc.com> 

Dear Alfred, 

It's clear that not everyone, and especially not that journalist, understands philanthropy or generosity. | 

hope that you will be able to see the many benefits of this gift to Queen's and Kingston in your 

remaining years with us. 

The article did not appear in today's Whig-Standard, and we anticipate it will appear tomorrow. We 

heard that the painting's value had become a topic, and this will likely reshape their focus. We had 

been hoping that this would not happen, as it puts more stress on our security, but perhaps it was 

inevitable. Monetary value seems to interest many people more than art itself. 

I looked at the "I.S." picture under a magnifying glass, and the vaguely-readable monograph does 

indeed resemble that of the artist we know and love, as does the manner of dating. This could be an 

"early work" produced in Haarlem or Amsterdam, before the Master I.S. returned to his Scandinavian 

homeland. There is not much evidence that that he is actually Jan Spanjaert. It is nonetheless a leap 

from this work to the other works with this monogram. The only connections I can draw are with the 

solid, careful description, the open spaces in the composition, and the monochromatic colour scheme. 

It would be helpful to secure a better reproduction. 

Best wishes, 

David 

At 10:40 AM 16/10/2003 -0500, you wrote: 

Dear David, 

I had a long telephone conversation with a reporter from the Kingston Whig Standard who certainly 

did not know much about paintings. He just could not understand why I would want to give the 

Rembrandt to Queen's now and not wait until lam dead. The last time a Whig Standard reporter 

interviewed me, there were a great many mistakes and this 1s not likely to be different. Please fax 

me a copy of today's article. 

Yesterday I received Christie's Amsterdam catalog. 

I do not like lot 14 called "Rembrandt school" at all, nor do I like lot 44, the Victors. They don't 

even know how to spell Sumowski's first name. It is very strange that they relate lot 40 to the 

Master IS, one of my favorite Rembrandt students. Do you understand the connection? 

Best wishes, 

Alfred 

David de Witt wrote: 

Dear Alfred, 

1 of 3 10/16/2003 11:30 AM 





mailbox:///C|/Documents%20and%20Settings/Ann/Application’s20... 

Lot 14 at Christie's in Amsterdam doesn't look like a very well-painted picture. It's interesting 

because of the strong expression, but the man looks a little brutish, and his funny hat seems to 

have nothing to do with the fact that he is carrying a flute. 

I don't have access to the Olympia catalogue, unfortunately. A genuine Pynacker is always 

interesting. I hope the catalogue appears online soon. 

We are of course looking forward to your visit next weekend. Perhaps you could bring the 

Olympia catalogue along, just to make sure we can suitably discuss the possible Pynacker, along 

with our other topics. 

With all best wishes, 

David0O 

At 11:48 AM 15/10/2003 -0500, you wrote: 

Dear David, 

What do you think of lot 14 in Christie's Amsterdam sale on November 5? I have not yet seen 

the catalog but a friend has brought it to my attention. 

And what do you think of lot 80 in Sotheby's Olympia October 30th catalogue? It is called 

"manner of Pynacker" but looks very good. 

Best wishes, 

Alfred 

David A. de Witt 

Bader Curator of European Art 

Agnes Etherington Art Centre 

Queen's University 

Kingston, Ontario K7L 3N6 

t. (613) 533 6000 x75100 
f-(613) 5336765 
e. 3dad5(@post.queensu.ca 
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Subject: Re: Sumowski 

From: David de Witt <3dad5(@post.queensu.ca> 

Date: Tue, 14 Oct 2003 16:16:27 -0400 

To: Alfred Bader Fine Arts <baderfa@execpc.com> 

Dear Alfred, 

I had a chance to compare the photo of the old man with the Pot in Sumowski again, 

and it looks very thickly painted, with much more impasto than the Sumowski 

Palnting. Le relates more to Rembrandt’ of can 1655-60), than to Pot. The fvgqure 

shows some similarities, though. 

The Sotheby's Amsterdam sale is an Adriaen van de Venne bonanza, but has little of 

real interest to us. 

With all best wishes, 

David 

At 11:43 AM 09/10/2003 -0500, you wrote: 

Dear David, 

I called Susanin's in Chicago and they told me that the painting itself without 

the frame measunes SG x 30 This, 2. 1S moe Ehe painting thak was wath) Davad 

KOeceser Vim Zlinveh ano 7 Aiiat us. tlw sieeaced quater well as iSsumowsikis #lo94 on). 

ARSVING\ c 

While you look at that volume, please also look at the Pot on p. 2405 which is 

the painting I had in mind when I suggested Pot for the painting of which I sent 

you a photograph. What do you think? 

Best wishes, 

Alfred 

David A. de Witt 

Bader Curator of European Art 

Agnes Etherington Art Centre 

Queen's University 

Kingston, Ontario K7L 3N6 

(GIES) SSO OO] 51010 
(GMS) RSSSw6 /iGS 
3dad5@post.queensu.ca 
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Subject: C22 and Rembrandt's father 

From: David de Witt <3dad5(@post.queensu.ca> 

Date: Tue, 07 Oct 2003 17:29:24 -0400 

To: Alfred Bader <baderfa@execpe.com> 

CC: Janet Brooke <brookej@post.queensu.ca> 

Dear Alfred, 

Janet asked me to respond to your e-mail to her on C22 and the identity of the sitter. We've had a few 

discussions about this before, and I thought I had persuaded you that the sitter is most likely an 

anonymous invented type, consistent with Rembrandt's use of the tronie. We see this old man, or 

someone who looks a lot like him, in several of Rembrandt's early history paintings, including the lost 

Baptism of the Eunuch (reproduced in Van Vliet's print) and the Jeremiah in Amsterdam. His function 

here is to play a yet-to-be-determined role as a sad old man. | speculate that such tronies functioned to 

show potential patrons that the artist could ably fulfil commissions for history paintings, mastering the 

greatest challenge, the depiction of emotional expression. 

The argument against the identification as Rembrandt's father is based on a close comparison with the 

Ashmolean drawing with the inscription, which shows someone with rounder, puffier features and a 

very neatly trimmed beard, such as we would expect of a well-to-do burgher. Subsequent scholars 

have not accepted Held's idea, and have consistently published this picture simply as the "Head of an 

Old Man". Held interprets the sitter in C22 as being blind, incorrectly: his eyes are open and his pupils 

are fixed in a stare, off to the side, legibly expressing sadness. One could in a stretch argue that the 

figure in C22 was perhaps derived in part from Rembrandt's father, but that would not take away from 

the fact that he is in the end still an anonymous figure, relating more to studies for history paintings 

than to portraits. 

I hope I am not scaring you with my explanation, and welcome the opportunity to discuss it further. 

With all best wishes, 

David 

X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Version 5.2.1 

Date: Tue, 07 Oct 2003 16:33:13 -0400 

To: Alfred Bader Fine Arts <baderfa@execpc.com> 
From: "Janet M. Brooke" <brookej(@post.queensu.ca> 

Subject: Re: Your letter 

Ce: David de Witt <3dad5(@post.queensu.ca> 

Dear Alfred, 

Now I'm scared too: I have forwarded this email to David, who I hope will explain the title he uses for 

the work: Head of an Old Man in a Cap, which I understand to be the current one. 

Sincerely, 

Janet 

At 03:13 PM 2003-10-07 -0500, you wrote: 

1 of 2 10/7/2003 5:14 PM 
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Dear Janet, 

Thank you for your fax of today which scares me: what is the erroneous title on the Rembrandt 

reproduction? I hope we will not get into an argument over that. Personally I do believe that your 
painting depicts Rembrandt's Father as Julius Held has explained so carefully. 

Anyway, I will bring some reproductions and some of the Aldrich catalog covers along. Iam 

having lunch on Friday with Victor Snieckus and his students and they will certainly be interested 
in those covers. 

Best wishes, 

Alfred 

Janet M. Brooke, 

Director, 

Agnes Etherington Art Centre, 

Queen's University, 
Kingston, Ontario 

CANADA K7L 3N6 
phone: (613) 533-6000 ext. 77055 

fax: (613) 533-6765 

e-mail: brookej@post.queensu.ca 

This message scanned for viruses by Corecomm 

David A. de Witt 
Bader Curator of European Art 

Agnes Etherington Art Centre 

Queen's University 

Kingston, Ontario K7L 3N6 

t. (613) 533 6000 x75100 
£(613)933:6 763 
e. 3dad5(@post.queensu.ca 
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Subject: Re: Your thoughts 

From: David de Witt <3dad5(@post.queensu.ca> 

Date: Wed, 15 Oct 2003 16:16:33 -0400 

To: Alfred Bader Fine Arts <baderfa@execpc.com> 

Dear Alfred, 

Lot 14 at Christie's in Amsterdam doesn't look like a very well-painted picture. 

les imMicenesieimg lecalse Om ene Sebong expressvon, Suis thesiman Voeks a Iacelie 

brutish, and his funny hat seems to have nothing to do with the fact that he is 

Carrying a flute. 

10D) IT don't have access to the Olympia catalogue, unfortunately. A genuine Pynacker 1 

always interesting. I hope the catalogue appears online soon. 

We are of course looking forward to your visit next weekend. Perhaps you could 

bring the Olympia catalogue along, just to make sure we can suitably discuss the 

possible Pynacker, along with our other topics. 

With all best wishes, 

Davido 

Ate lias AM 15/0/2003 —O0500>) you wrote: 
Dear David, 

What do you think of lot 14 in Christie's Amsterdam sale on November 5? I have 

not yet seen the catalog but a friend has brought it to my attention. 

Anc: whee do vou think or lor 80 am Sorheby is Olympia Ocroben JOth catalogue? Le 

is called "manner or Pymacker! sour looks wery Good. 

David A. de Witt 

Bader CUkacor Of European Are 

Agnes Etherington Art Centre 
Queen's University 

Kingston, Ontario Kil SNG 

io WOlS SSS COOG 2/Slee 

fo (OlS) See) (671s 
e. 3dad5@post.queensu.ca 
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Dear David, 

The Dorotheum auction on October 5th contains some interesting Rembrandt school paintings. 

Unfortunately I will not be able to bid by telephone because I have to leave for Vancouver. But I 

could of course leave some bids. 

Lot 170 looks very close to the still lives by Horst. Sumowski illustrates some such still lives and it 

is amazing that an artist who painted our 7obias painted such still lives. 

Lot 197 is a Codde, and I am looking for a good early Codde, but this I do not like. 

Lot 260 looks ike a genuine and unattractive Paudiss. The painting is close to Sumowski No. 

1569, lot 1596 as given in the Dorotheum catalog. Of course I am writing to Marianne 

Baumann-Engels to alert her to this painting. 

I would very much like to have an attractive Paudiss. 

I do not quite know what to make with lot 356 which of course reminds to the Cintas 

non-Rembrandt, Bredius 379. Do you like this? 

Best wishes, 

Alfred 

| of 1 9/9/2005 10:20 AM 





Y our e-mails 

Subject: Your e-mails 

From: Alfred Bader Fine Arts <baderfa@execpe.com> 

Date: Fri, 19 Aug 2005 14:02:45 -0500 

To: David A Dewitt <3dad5(@post.queensu.ca> 

Dear David, 

Thank you for your many e-mail messages. 

Yes, | have a copy of the Frankfurter Allgemeine of June 17th. 

How interesting that our Jan Pynas was sold for Hfl 5,000 on February 25-26, 1943, attributed to 

Rembrandt. You wrote that it was signed and dated 1641. Was it signed Rembrandt? For Hfl 

5,000 I could have bought several much better paintings at that time. 

The material from Kiev is most interesting. We have searched the internet "Lost Art" database 

maintained by the Ministry of Culture of Sachsen-Anhalt, www.lostart.de and are happy to know 

that it does not include our Breenbergh. 

I am not terribly worried about the paintings that have to be photographed. After all, it is 

relatively few and somehow we will manage. 

Best wishes, 
Alfred 

Dr. Alfred Bader <baderfa(@execpc.com> 
President 

Alfred Bader Fine Arts 

| of | 8/19/2005 2:02 PM 
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Most of te works, esfocially the oldet once, 
belonged to the large &eetion of}etena 
Stefanovié-Sakclarided, Which was purchaser 
in 2949 tor the GrophidArrs Cabinet. Duting 
the 19508 sorne smal led sccics Were purchased, 
also from private colledtions, The works ofthe 
avant-garde artises arapartot the legacy of 
Liubom!r Micié, the ledder of the avant-garde 
movement in Yuproslavtia, Which was presented 
to the National Mascuby in 1980. 

War and its ateendaht displacernencs 
have etased cherraccs many works in the 
collection. Thus, for example, wedo not 
know how our Jan Toorbp prints entered the 
collection, Thexe are maby other dilemmas, 
To which cycleofa parckolar artist’s opus 
do certain works belonpP Are they originals 
or Sater editions? Were che Erints beating 
Remodrandt’s engraved dgmanure produced 
in his workshop? Who atte che authors of 
thé sheets that weonly epsct belong to the 
Durtci and Flemish schobls, based on certain 
iconographic and thematic Made! s? Our search 
for answers ta these and any orher questions 
confronts us ence nore dich 2 fitndamental 
problem: the lack of a truk Muscolorica) 
research tradition. i 

To ntake things worse} chere ‘sno 
Speciaiized literanrre in § , rbia for the study af 
Durch and Flemish era za arf, Given this lack, 
wearte incapable of doing! nything more with 
our prints and drawings chan conserving tiem 
atthe most basic level. Feutini reason, most 
of our coltection has Neveribcen published or 
exhibited, Nor isir being ahgriented. During 
the pasr ewo decades, the cbncact wich private 

Maetcen de Voaand Jin Saedeler Je 

tollectezs chat was essential to thefonn ation of 
che print room jas been lost. This ArCt, as well 
asthe non-existence of public sales of ptaphic 
art it Serbia, stands in die way of making new 
acquisitions. In the ecllection of Durch ang 
Flemish graphic art at the National Maseum 

In Belgvade, rime has stepped, 

Fot all these reasons, contact with 
CODART and the experts working within ir 
offers us hope chat ehis first, brief glance wil} 
Initlate deeper, more detailed observations, 
allowing us to perform on expert analysis of 
Our collection of Dhitch and Flemis)) graphic 
art, thereby giving iva new dase on life 

UKRAINE 

Introductag the colecacn of the Rozdanand 
Varvara Khanenke M uscum of Artin Kiev 

Olena Zhivkowa 

At present, the colleccon of the Bogdan and 
Varvara Khanenko Museum of Are in Kiev 
Tuns to 24,000 works of western and onental 
art from antiquity co the 20th cenny ry. 
The most importane parr of the callectic n 
(3pproximately 1¢%) ison permanentdisplay. 
Although our exhibition hall is rather smali, 
the wealth of storage gives usan Opportuniny 
to otganize valitable tempor acy exhibitions. 

The museun is based on the private 
collection af Bogdan and Varvara Khanenko 
(1849-2977 and tée2-1922, Tespecitvely), Soedan 
Khanenke was ameinber ofan eld anistocrarie 
family, By profession: he was 4 lawver, by 
vocation & conndisscur and pacron of the aris 
For taore chan go years, kom th ¢ 18708 te 
the 19108, he collected numerous Eu repean 

tonal Museum, Graphic Arts Cabitice 

10 

Old Mest $, Epyptian, Greek and Rotman 
AOMGUCles, objects oforiental are, Russian 

and Byzanrine iconsand other pteclous items. 
All were purchased at an Oque shops and fem 
Private collections (h §t Petersburg, Moscow 
Paris, Romie, Berlin and elsewhere, Paintings 
ane prints of the Netherlandish, Durch ind 
Flemish schools as well as objects of applied 
arts from the Low Countries made upa 
Valuable part of Khanenko's collecrion. 

In. orders to show his colleccion (oO the public, 
Bogdan “hanenko buile a small manstonin 

The interiors were 
designed in various historical styles, from 

the very center of Kiev. 

Goth:cto Rocoto, in keep} ng with the seriod 
of the objects displayed in cach rooin. Befors 
his death in May 1917, Bogdan Khanenko 
hequcarhed che mansion and the collection to 
the citvof Kiev i his wi't, 

The museum received oj 19) stats in 2979 

BoveTRMNent deccze on 
the nationalization of private collections. In 

In acterdarce with che 

1924, breaking Khanenko’s will, the museum 
was tenamedand (ts collection was diseributed 
erween several museums, Doting the Soviet 

period, rhe insciazHon was known as Kiey"s 
Musettr of \ stem and Oriental Arr, Atrhe 
same cmc, the collection grew more th an thive 
ten-fold in size, It was enriched wich many 
Objects from che State Museurn Foundation 
and some other nadona ized private collec- 

a5 wellas by domations and purchases by 
te One particularly valuxsle addition 

to the collection ware tive works loft to the 
t1925 by the testament of Vasil j 

Schaviaskij ( 1863-1924), at. Petersburg catiec. 
tor wo was Ukrainian by birth, Schay inskty’s 

Viticenc van Gogh, Wrirerarhiy derk, Belgrade 
Naclonal Museum Greaphte Arcs Calsines }s $ Ine 
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collection was mostly composed of Durch and 

ee prints, 

Unfork 

-onsiderably during the Second World War, 

The mosthalu able holdings were evacuated, 

but the balk of the collcaion, which remained 

nately, the museum suffered 

in Kicy during Mazt occtipacion, was lose. 

This included Outncrous painerigs frem the 

Schavin sldj collection. Because some of the 

museum i vercories, documentation and 

phota atclhives were lost as well, it i3 difficule 

to verify losses precisely, In his Catalogue 

of works of Westem European painter: tost during 

the Second World War(Kicv 1998), O. Roslavers 

lists and roptoduoes arg missing paintings, 

Including 4&4 works vy artists from the Low 
Countries hese eNtties can be consulted on 

che LostAv} Internet Databese maintained by 

the Ministhy of Culture ofSachsen-Acthals, 

Germany /@ww lostart. ce), As fat as we know, 
the majority ofthese works were srolen by ch 

Nazis and qpstroyed ina fircin Konigsberg in 

1943. Howser, we have teason to believe chat 

some ofthenire survived, We Weald atearly 

apprestis wedny infortnation abour the present 

location of diese works. 

The muskun building was closed for 

renovation from 1989 ro 1968 Today, the 
permanent dsibition displays the tlassical 

European schnolsin chronological order 

and by regioby The iargeat hall is devared to 

Netherlandibh, Durch and Flemish painting 

ofthe Vath—seth cenuunies. Currently, there 

are 49. painci§ es on display. Weare working 

on ereating anew Oriental arr exposigionin a 

soparare builifing. 

Theen cit collection Etcludes 180 paintings 

trotn the usthtto the reth centurics thatare 

arth pitted to bmasters from the Low Coutirics, 

Atthern omey ¢, this is che only collection of its 

sind fy Ukraihe. Among the most important 

works area isth-cearnry Adorarion ofthe Muai 

by an arrist named after the pauuiting, the 

Master of the Chaner-ko Advtation of the 

Mas} and wos by Quenuin Masys, Cornelis 

Kevel, Ficrer Ba tebel the founger, Gisbrecht 

Leytens, DavidVinckbouns, Denis van 

Alsloot, Kerstiaen de Leuninck, Scbastiacn 
Vianex Rubent, Jordaens, van Dyck, Gonzaies 

Coquirs, Martek Pepyn, Gaspar Verbruggen 
che Younger, Jako van Reisdael, Allaect van 
Fverdingen, Nitols 1s Knupfet, Leonaert 

Bratner, Jan Wabtix, and a long ev cetera of 
other well -knoym names, The t9th cencury 

is represented bh.s few paincings hy Jan 

Adam Krusemahand Hendrik Mesdaz, In 

storage, there adbiseveral impottanc medieval 

cultures anda mum ber of copies, fakes and 

primitive wozls) 

In spite of wartime losses, the museum retains 

an itnportant collectlen of Netheriandist,, 

Dutch and Flemish prints, nearly 700 in all, 

including 34 prints by Lucas yan Leyden, 

several by Rembrandt, and others by Hendrick 

Goltzius, Adriacn van Ostade, Hendrick van 

Ayereamp, Roclant Savery, Karel Dujardin and 

Abraharn Bloemaert. The curator of attr print 

collection is Elena Schostak 

Among the works of apglicd art from tire 

Low Countries in the Bogdan and Varvara 

Khanenko Muscurm of Art are 53 falence 

objects, some furninite acid a series of i8rhi- 

century Flemish rapestries, (Curarots: Olena 

Kramareva and Irina Mutsatoya), 

The most recenrscholatly caraloguc of 

the European collection of the muscum was 

published in 1961 n Russian, In dye near 

future we will conduct Intensive research in 

preparation fora new catalogue Our aims 

are ro review the traditional arttibucions: 

determine the asthership and iconography 

of some poorly understood works; esta ish 

teliable dates; find comparative cxamples: 

stady the are-historical context of our 

pameings; and prepare digitized imasres, 

We wish to summarize the resulcs of this 

campaign in 2 nev scholarly publicarion. 

We propose to conduct the research and 

publish the caralomue as a jiolne Durch- 

Ukrauntan project Such a prayecr would enable 

Was to renew che tracidion of systematic study 

ofthe att ofthe Low Counceles in Ukraing, it 

wijl place a signifleaat number of artworks in 

their proper international context, ana make 

this part of Ukrainian cultural heritage more 

accessible 

We hope thar the uewly clected Ukeainian 

governiner.¢ will support the scudy of 

European culture to Ukrainian museams. In 

addition, we would be vary grateful torany 

assistance that might be forthcoming fom 

European culcural organizacions. In chis 

tcgard, we wish ro express oir gratitude tothe 

Master of rhe Khanesio Adoratonof rie Mazi, 

Adoretionoftie Magi, Kiev, Rogdan wd Varvata 

Khanenko Muscum ofArr 
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government ofthe Netherlands, which taade 

the first step in his direction hy giving ws che 

opportunicy to parCicibate INAMATRA project 

of the Durch Minisery of Foreign Affairs. 

U5A 

An exhibition project ar Jan Provoost 

Ron Sprouk . 

This exhibition project aims to bring 

together some 30-35 Works by Jan Proveost 

(ca. 14851529), a leading patoter {n Bruges 

during the first threedecades ofthe 1th 

century, The exhibition will be otganized 

for the Grocringemuseum in Bruges, which 

houses six key works by this raster, possibly 

in collaboration with an Ametican museum 

A firial date for the exhibition bas nor yer 

been ser. 

The city of Antwerp became increasingly 

impottanr as the leading economic and 

artistic center of the Low Countries during 

Jan Provoost’s lifecime, challenging Bruges’s 

centurtes-long dotninanee. fn a parallel 

development, the open artrnarket was also 

growing rapidly, which myppered significant 

changes in the traditional production methods 

for paintings, The first quarter of the 16ch 

century has long boon tegarded as 4 period of 

tapid and stecp economic and arnstic decline 

for che towysian cue fiver Zwin More recently, 

oh fundamentally 

revised, sinter Brugas's economic downcuth 

however, this notion has hx 

aceurred more slowly and gradually than 

previously assumed, 

‘The increasing competition fram 

Antwetp tnggered a brief but passionate 

seal bumanistle movemenc, Contracicring 

a yroeconotic developments, xt production 

in Bruges showed a remarkable increase 

rather chana decline in the first quatter of 

he 1éch cence, as was iustrared in che 

2998 achibition Bruges and the Renaissance: 

from Mam ling to Pourbus, In anactempt to 

tum nae politicaland cconemictide, the 

loca) authorities invested heveily in che aces. 

Paice oculptors, archteects and rheroridans 

Guisbseclst Leyténs, Wirtcor landscape, Kiev, Rogdan and 

Varvara Khanenko Muséum of Art 
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Subject: Re: [Fwd: picture] 

From: David de Witt <3dad5@post.queensu.ca> 

Date: Tue, 21 Oct 2003 15:56:50 -0400 

To: Alfred Bader Fine Arts <baderfa@execpe.com> 

Dear Alfred, 

It looks very impressive, but I cannot immediately put the finger on which pupil it would be. Is it 

being presented as a Rembrandt? 

All best wishes, 

David 

At 11:59 AM 21/10/2003 -0500, you wrote: 

David, Do you like this? — Alfred 

-------- Original Message -------- 

Subject: picture 

Date: Tue, 21 Oct 2003 18:04:20 +0100 

From: "Edward Clark" <ed@whitfieldfineart.com> 

To: <baderfa@execpce.com> 

dear anne/alfred; 
for simplicity i have put three images of the painting on our website. 

they can be viewed at this address: 

http://www.whitfieldfineart.com/rembrandt.htm 

yours Edward 

This message scanned for viruses by CoreComm 

David A. de Witt 

Bader Curator of European Art 

Agnes Etherington Art Centre 

Queen's University 

Kingston, OntarLro K/L. 3N6 

ia Cod) 05. o) 16.00 0m es 0G 
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Subject: Program for 26 October 

From: David de Witt <3dad5@post.queensu.ca> 

Date: Mon, 25 Aug 2003 11:50:09 -0400 

To: Alfred Bader <baderfa@execpe.com> 

Dear Alfred, 

Your letter with the photographs have arrived, and I will pass them on to Douglas. 

Your note mentioned Van Dyck, but I take it you meant Jordaens, whom we have 

already singled out as the likely candidate for artist. 

David McTavish will visit us this Thursday for a meeting, and we will show him the 

Solimena at that time. I hope to bring Sebastian in sooner, if possible. 

In your letter you asked about the program for 26 October. Your talk is scheduled 

fom 1100 pm ny Elias Hal wand wesance holding our seceperon any che AtErum ae 200" 
After that, I have agreed to give a tour of the exhibition and the Bader Gallery 

1GOues js) GeGwjs) CemMline, win ican Wereimee@, I ieteWisi Telaeic ielmlsy wall iors @oimrlaneis wWwaliele chal One 

your plans. Judith Browne has been in touch concerning your visit, which she is 

ORGgandizanig: 

It looks like I will be away from my office from 5-15 September, on a courier trip 

to bring the Flinck and the Renesse to Tokyo, and then to give a paper there on De 

Gelder and Houbraken. 

With all best wishes, 

David 

David A. de Witt 

Bader Curator of European Art 

Agnes Etherington Art Centre 

Queen's University 

Langston, Ontarwo, Kile SNG 

ies (ils) BSsisk GOO x<7/Ssloe 
i, (GS) SSS 7155 
e. 3dad5@post.queensu.ca 
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Subject: Re: Bredius 25 

From: David de Witt <3dad5@post.queensu.ca> 

Date: Fri, 29 Aug 2003 15:17:29 -0400 

To: Alfred Bader Fine Arts <baderfa@execpe.com> 

Dear Alfred, 

I would be keen to see a good colour reproduction of it. It looks like it could be 

an early Flinck, and it is definitely an interesting painting: such an all-out 

ECOSEUMC RUE en SederintelyenoOteworth more than, say, ol 50-200 7000) (chem only 26 

in superb condition). With such ambitions, the owner is unlikely to be willing to 
bargain realistically. 

It looks like Barb Klempan is willing to revisit her proposal substantially, in 

response to our concerns. This makes me optimistic that we can revive the Wright of 

Derby as a teaching project. I expect to receive something from her next week. 

With all best wishes, 

David 

P.S. I will be at home on Monday, as it is a holiday. 

Ae O28 9PM 297087 2003-0500, you wrote: 

Dear David, 

A friendly Austrian dealer whom I know well has offered me Bredius 25 now owned 

by a Jordanian aristocrat. The owner obtained a $6 million appraisal from a very 

AUOVOUSMCechataciEeia an Elomiclar 

i find He quite an interesting painting which will, 2 presume, be described in 

Vol. IV. What do you think of it? Certainly not Rembrandt. 

Best wishes, 

Alfred 

David A. de Witt 
Bader Curator of European Art 

Agnes Etherington Art Centre 

Queen's University 
kKangston, Oneario Whi) SsNG6 
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Subject: Rembrandt school Man in a Hat 

From: David de Witt <3dad5@post.queensu.ca> 

Date: Tue, 26 Aug 2003 15:33:06 -0400 

To: Alfred Bader <baderfa@execpce.com> 

Dear Alfred, 

The transparency of the Man in a Hat arrived today, with Sumowski's expertise, in which he compares 

it to several pictures attributed to Rembrandt. 

The only name that comes up for me is Van der Pluym. It seems to connect with the artist's spry 

energy, loose handling, and brownish colouration. It is a modest work, though, especially in the 

context of the more sophisticated pieces in Milwaukee and Kingston (Van der Pluym's Hagar, for 

instance). 

With all best wishes, 

David 

David A. de Witt 
Bader Curator of European Art 

Agnes Etherington Art Centre 

Queen's University 

Kingston, Ontario K7L 3N6 

t. (613) 533 6000 x75100 
£ (613) 53390765 
e. 3dad5(@post.queensu.ca 
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Subject: Re: (no subject) 

From: David de Witt <3dad5@post.queensu.ca> 

Date: Tue, 16 Sep 2003 10:38:18 -0400 

To: Alfred Bader Fine Arts <baderfa@execpe.com> 

Dear Alfred, 

The high level of organization of the exhibition, and the politeness of the 

Japanese, made the trip go very well. My only regret is that I did not allocate an 

extra day to Kyoto, which is very rich in cultural treasures, having been spar 

duving Ehe war. 

HELE S PREUULE AS INEerescimg, HUE UNntoOrrunatelly mow very good am quality. Ut 

strikes me as being later, and perhaps not Dutch. The colours are especially 

surprising, and having me thinking late 18th century. I take it there is no 

evidence about the date. 

With all best wishes, 

David 

AE Or OI wAM Sy 09/72 00650500; s vou wore: 

Dear David, 

I hope that you had a great time in Japan. How did you like the exhibition 

overall? 

What do you think of Eric Markowitz' tiny pastiche after the Queen's Rembrandt? 

Should we ask him to bring the painting to Queen's on the Sunday of my talk or 

perhaps bring it to the airport on Thursday evening and let me take it to 

Queen's? 

Best wishes, 

Alfred 

David A. de Witt 
Bader Curator of BUropean Are 

Agnes Etherington Art Centre 

Queen's University 

Kingston, Ontario K7L 3N6 
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Subject: Re: (no subject) 

From: David de Witt <3dad5@post.queensu.ca> 

Date: Tue, 16 Sep 2003 10:43:16 -0400 

To: Alfred Bader Fine Arts <baderfa@execpc.com> 

Dear Alfred, 

Jetlag is evidently affecting me, as I did not answer most of your questions. The 

exhibition was very impressive, although not very important from an art historical 

point of view. With the help of the Rijksmuseum, they avoided misattributions or 

speculation, and put together a solid exhibition on quite a large scale. 

As for Eric's picture, I wonder if it would be worth it to have him bring it up on 

that weekend. If he plans to come anyway, then why not, I would say. But his 

picture is also not close enough to the Rembrandt to be a telling comparison. 

All best wishes, 

David 

At 10:01 AM 15/09/2003 -0500, you wrote: 
Dear David, 

I hope that you had a great time in Japan. How did you like the exhibition 

overall? 

What do you think of Eric Markowitz' tiny pastiche after the Queen's Rembrandt? 

Should wwe vasi him combming—sehey pPalnrInGg = toOROucen Ss One ene sunday Ob ny walk oe 

Hechaps DeInGg Lk lO EneraureponE von) Thursday vevening wand hee mes cake ase see 

Queen's? 

Best wishes, 

Alfred 

David A. de Witt 
Bader Curator of European Art 

Agnes Etherington Art Centre 

Queen's University 
Kingston, Ontario K/L) 3Ne 

Pe (OLS me osS OOOO R= 5100 
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July 28, 1993 

Mr. David A. de Witt 

9 Balaclava Street, Apt. #3 
Kingston, Ontario 

Canada K7K 1J4 

Dear David: 

Isabel and I were in Europe until Monday, and so I can reply to your interesting letter of the 
16th of June only now. 

So many art historians have asked me for a photograph of the Jacob Wrestling with the Angel 
that I have none left, even though I routinely ask for return of the photographs after publication. 

With this heat and humidity, I am reluctant to take panel pictures to the photographer. 

Kilgore’s painting of the Levite and His Concubine was for sale at Christie’s in London some 

years ago, and it brought only £9000 or so. But, I did not like it well enough to bid on it. 

I have been invited to speak at the Art Institute of Chicago on August 10th and will then look 

at the Portrait of a Woman given to van Noordt by Sumowski, and will let you know. 

I finally tracked down the owner of the paining of the Baptism of Jesus which was offered for 

sale in the Dorotheum. I like the painting very much and purchased it by telephone. It is now 
being kept for me by a friend in Vienna. The enclosed description from the Dorotheum catalog 

No. 278 will remind you of the details. 

As soon as the Queen’s Ph.D. program is in place, there will be a number of Bader Fellowships 

to allow Ph.D. students to spend time in Europe. I so very much hope that Professor Manuth 
will come to Queen’s, but in the meantime, do discuss the availability of these fellowships with 
Professor McTavish. 

Sincerely, 

By dppointment Only 

ASA OLR, HO Tbe ss°Ual Ts Oro? 

O24 BAST JUNEAU AVENUE 

MILWAUKEE WISCONSIN USA 53202 

JETRIL DASH AUG ATEN OS VMN ME eri AONO, 
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Joos van Cleve (Antwerpen geb., um 

1510 tatig) Nachfolger 
Das Jesuskind mit dem Johannesknaben 

in einer blumigen Wiese sitzend, Ol] auf 
Holz, 38 x 53 cm, ger., 

Wo). 50.000—70.000 

Das Gemalde geht auf die spiegelbildliche 

Originalzeichnung von Leonardo da Vinci in 

der koniglichen Sammlung Windsor Castle 

zuruck. Nach Leonardos Prototyp gibt es 

zahlreiche andere Versionen, u. a. in den 

\iuseen von Brussel, Neapel und Wien 

278 

Rembrandt (1606-1669) Nachfolger 

Die Taute Christi, Ol auf Leinwand 

69 x 85,5 cm, ger., (Wo). 40.000-61 

Gutachten: Schrittliche Mitteilune Dr. \\i 

Sumowski: ,,Die Qualitat ist offenbar her 

gend ... Vielleicht konnte ich das schon: 

malde in meinem 6. Band berticksichtiv. 

eee - 

279 

Salomon Koninck (An 

1609-1656) 

Sitzender alter Mann | 

Leinwand, 60. 50 en 

(Wo) 

Gutachten: Proi. Dr. Wet 

25. Juni 1991, als Werk \ 

1640er Jahre 

eeeo: 




